Guy- Homburger-Hug GB/CH
Charlotte Hug, viola, composition, Maya Homburger, baroque violin, Barry Guy, double bass, composition
“Hug + Homburger + Guy” – not your usual trio. Rather three exceptional
musicians who set new artistic standards with their interpretations as well as
their compositions.
Maya Homburger started her career with groups such as English Concert,
Academy of Ancient Music a.o.and is one of the leaders of John Eliot
Gardiner’s English Baroque Soloists.
Barry Guy is at home in the classical scene as composer and performer, but
is also one of the leading free improvisers with partners such as Evan
Parker, Paul Lytton, Marilyn Crispell, Irène Schweizer, Pierre Favre amongst
many others. He is founder and director of the London Jazz Composers
Orchestra (LJCO) and the Barry Guy New Orchestra (BGNO).
Charlotte Hug, Swiss Violo Player extreme, attracts a world wide audience
with her exceptional and unusual Art - and Music concepts.
The Programme of the evening is based on personal, historical
and artistic considerations, centred around the visual, sensual
magnet provided by the graphic scores of Charlotte Hug and Barry
Guy - works which act as a visual trigger for the music and create
exciting tensions between free improvisation and composition.
The musical arch spans further though from ancient music, to new
compositions and improvisations in the past and present.
Graphic scores, baroque patterns, notation and spontaneous flight
within improvisations of the moment.
Confrontations, seamless progressions within styles, centuries,
solos, duos, trios, stimulating eyes and ears.
Ute Pinter, Vienna
Programm: (changes can be made)
Hymne: Veni Creator Spiritus, (9th century).
H.I.F. Biber (1644-1704)
"The Annunciation” from Mystery Sonata No 1
Charlotte Hug/ Barry Guy: new work for Viola and Bass (2008/2009)
Barry Guy: "Breathing Earth" for violin and bass (1996)
J.S. Bach (1685-1750)
Grave from the solo violin sonata in a-minor BWV1003
Charlotte Hug: "Delirium" house of detention in London 2000/ 2007) from the cycle “Neuland” for solo viola
H.I.F. Biber: "The Crucifixion” Mystery Sonata No. 10
Interval
Charlotte Hug: "anderwelten" (Cork Irland 2007) for solo viola
Barry Guy: "INACHIS" for baroque violin and improvising bass (2002)
Charlotte Hug: „slipway” (2008). Duo for viola and bass with graphic score.
Barry Guy: “Five Fizzles” for solo bass (improvisation)
Barry Guy: "Octavia" for viola, violin and bass (composed 1999)
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